
Communications between ‘Observatory
on Intolerance and Discrimination

against Christians’ (OIDACEurope) and
Torsten Nenzén 

Date: Fri, 28 Apr 2017 16:33:08 +0200
From: Torsten Nenzén <torsten@nenzen.net>
To: observatory@intoleranceagainstchristians.eu
Subject: Urgently seeking credible defence lawyer.

OIDACEurope. 

Hello, 

For  almost  two  month  you  have,  again,  avoided  to
communicate. 

Will  OIDACEurope  assist  to  identify  a  credible
defence lawyer against the Swedish police? 

I will need to have a credible defence lawyer identified by
May 1, 2017. 

The  documentations  are  available  here:
https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C 

Regards, 

Torsten Nenzen 
torsten@nenzen.net 

Date: Tue, 14 Mar 2017 22:15:02 -0400
From: torsten@nenzen.net <torsten@nenzen.org>
To: observatory@intoleranceagainstchristians.eu
Subject: Fwd: Seeking legal assistance.

https://rushfiles.one/client/publiclink.aspx?id=KQMs3C


OIDACEurope. 

Hi, 

(2) Legal assistance for legal defence, if the Swedish Police
ongoing preliminary investigation against Torsten amounts
to prosecution against Torsten. 

Will OIDACEurope assist? 

Regards, 

Torsten Nenzen

Date: Thu, 2 Mar 2017 00:07:02 +0200
From: Torsten Nenzén <torsten@nenzen.net>
To: observatory@intoleranceagainstchristians.eu
Subject: Seeking legal assistance.

Observatory  on  Intolerance  and  Discrimination
against Christians 

Dear Madame or Sir, 

On  Monday  Sept.  12,  2016,  Sweden  declared  intent  to
pursue  criminal  investigation  against  Torsten  for  hate
speech. Swedish Police interfered and prohibited Torsten
from publicly reading verses from the Bible.  The speech
titled  ‘The  essential  Biblical  perspective  on  human
homosexuality’ is entirely Bible based. The Swedish Police
stopped  Torsten’s  modestly  presented  tone  of  Biblical
speech.  The police asserted that Sweden equates  public
readings from the Bible with public readings from Adolph
Hitler’s ‘Mein Kampf’. To the Swedish Police (and possibly
also  to  the  Swedish  prosecutors),  the  Judeo-Christian
Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally as hateful as
the words of Adolph Hitler.  In Sweden, God and Adolph
Hitler are equally hateful. An audio recording of Torsten’s
written  speech  and  of  the  Swedish  Police  interference
exists. 

Speech written: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf 

http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf


Speech recorded: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016: 
 ”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; 

Mein Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t 
matter if it is in a book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if 
it is in the Bible.”

 "When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or
wrong, then we have a problem." 

 "You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do." 
 "I have seen that it is hate speech." 
 "What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared 

and you will be called for questioning." 

On  March  1,  2017,  the  Swedish  Chancellor  of  Justice
(http://jk.se/other-languages/english/) confirmed (attached  PDF
document: Justitiekanslern 7374-16.pdf) that the Swedish
Police are still preoccupied with a preliminary investigation
against Torsten for hate-speech crime.

The documentations are in Swedish language. 

There are several inaccuracies and untruths in the Swedish
Police  reports  provided  by  the  Swedish  Police  to  the
Swedish Chancellor of Justice. 

I would like to seek OIDACEurope legal assistance
for two processes: 
(1) Legal assistance in correcting the false Police reports
about Torsten to the Chancellor of Justice. 
(2) Legal  assistance  for  legal  defence,  if  the  Swedish
Police  ongoing  preliminary  investigation  against  Torsten
amounts to prosecution against Torsten.

For process (1), the opportunity to correct the false Police
reports about Torsten to the Chancellor of Justice is set by
the Chancellor of Justice to March 21, 2017. 

Is freedom of speech in defending Biblical Christian
ethics something which OIDACEurope is supportive
towards, and OIDACEurope finds to be important? 

Best regards, 

Torsten Nenzen 
torsten@nenzen.net 

http://jk.se/other-languages/english/
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3


Date: Wed, 9 Nov 2016 13:44:01 +0100
From: torsten@nenzen.net <torsten@nenzen.org>
To: lars.adaktusson@ep.europa.eu
Subject: Dare to speak up about the persecution by churchianity’s pastors

-- against real Christians.

Dear MEP Lars Adaktusson, 

As  you  are  serving  within  the  European  Parliament
Subcommittee  on  Human  Rights,  and  are  active  with
several  aspects  of  human  persecutions  of  which
intolerance  and  persecution  against  Christians  is  one
(https://www.eventbrite.com/e/embattled-christians-under-pressure-in-europe-and-beyond-tickets-

28472762800), I am inquiring primarily if you would like to dare
to  speak  up  about  the  persecution  by  churchianity’s
pastors and priests against real Christians. 

The current body of evidence indicates the vast majority
(roughly 90%) of pastors of churches globally persecute
those innocent Christians who want to marry, but who will
not compromise regarding Biblical  teaching on marriage,
and  who  will  not  conform  to  the  grave  hypocrisies,
dishonesties and evils committed by the abusive pastors of
churches.  There  is  sufficient  evidence  to  convince  any
honest  person  of  intellect,  that  the  vast  majority  of
pastors/priests  of  churches  are  not  a  solution  towards
generating better societies but are to a large extent part of
the  problem,  here:
http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf 

Question  1: Would  you  like  to  address  the  evidence-
based  issue  of  persecution  against  real  Christians
committed  by  the  vast  majority  of  pastors/priests  of
churches? 

Additionally, there is evidence that several cities in Europe
and  globally  utilise  municipal  by-laws  to  prohibit  real
Christians  from publicly  sharing  the  Gospel  message  of
salvation  through  God’s  Son  Jesus  Christ.  The  cities
corresponding  National  Human  Rights  Councils  do  not
address  these  discriminations  against  Christian  public
evangelism. These cities and nations disregard the United
Nations Declaration of Human Rights articles 18, 19 and
20. 

http://www.kyrkor.be/Inhumane_Swedish_Pastors.pdf
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/embattled-christians-under-pressure-in-europe-and-beyond-tickets-28472762800
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/embattled-christians-under-pressure-in-europe-and-beyond-tickets-28472762800


Question 2: Would you like to address the issue of this
targeted  discrimination  against  public  evangelism  in
Europe and globally? 

Sweden, which factually is the most deviant nation in the
world in regards to values, and is easily perceived as one
of  the  Western  world’s  most  aggressively  anti-Christian
nations, recently commenced prosecution against a public
Biblical reading, and which was preceded by the Swedish
Police  interrupting  and  prohibiting  completion  of  a
prepared public speech. 

Background: 
On Monday Sept. 12, 2016, Sweden declared intent to pursue criminal
investigation  against  Torsten  for  hate  speech.  Swedish  Police
interfered and prohibited Torsten from publicly reading verses from the
Bible. The speech titled ‘The essential Biblical perspective on human
homosexuality’  is  entirely  Bible  based.  The  Swedish  Police  stopped
Torsten’s  modestly  presented  tone  of  Biblical  speech.  The  police
asserted  that  Sweden  equates  public  readings  from the  Bible  with
public  readings  from Adolph  Hitler’s  ‘Mein  Kampf’.  To  the  Swedish
Police  (and  possibly  also  to  the  Swedish  prosecutors),  the  Judeo-
Christian Bible, which is God’s Holy Word, is equally as hateful as the
words of Adolph Hitler. In Sweden, God and Adolph Hitler are equally
hateful.  An audio  recording  of  Torsten’s  written  speech and of  the
Swedish Police interference exists. 
Speech written: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf 
Speech recorded: 
http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3

Swedish Police statements to Torsten on Sept. 12, 2016: 
”Do you know who Hitler was? You know he has written a book; Mein
Kampf. But if anyone would stand and read it, it doesn’t matter if it is in a
book. It is still hate speech. It does not matter if it is in the Bible.”
"When you speak about homosexuality as something patronizing or wrong,
then we have a problem." 
"You are suspected of crimes that you are required to not do." 
"I have seen that it is hate speech." 
"What is going to happen is that a police report will be prepared and you
will be called for questioning." 

Question 3: Would you like to address
this particular issue of Swedish Police
prohibition  and  Swedish  prosecution
against public reading from the Bible? 

Kind regards,

Torsten Nenzén 
torsten@nenzen.net 

http://www.nenzen.net/Swedish_Police_interference_of_religious_freedom_160912.mp3
http://www.nenzen.net/Biblical_perspective_on_homosexuality.pdf
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